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1. When U.  S. Army Tentative Specification AXS-1170 «at originally «et 
up* comparatively few ballistic touts of non-magnetic steel of the thickness 
to be procured had beet made.    Moreover,   the majority of these teste had been 
made with a soft lead (copper Jacketed) cal.  .45 bullet which at that time 
wae considered an adequate  criterion of service attack, 

2. Since  that  tine the caliber .45 M1911 projectile has been modified by 
the replacement of the gliding metal Jacket by copper clad «teel and the addi- 
tion of hardening alloys to the lead core, resulting in a projectile of greater 
resistance to deformation and,  thus, greater penetrative power.    Because of the 
decreased availability of the softer projectiles and in view of the fact that 
the harder projectilen represented a more  realistic simulation of the type« of 
missiles, helmets and body armor are expected to afford protection against, 
it was r*conneRded2.3,4    t^t the harder bullets be used for acceptance testlag 
of steel procured for helmets and body armor.,    Consequently when steel ha« bean 
■ubmitted for procurement under Specification AXS-1170,  the ballistic require- 
ments of Specification AXS-1346 (as originally established)6,  which stipulate« 
the use of the hard lead (copper-clad-steel Jacketed) bullets, have been sub- 
stituted for those of AXS-1170. 

1. Ordnance Dept. U.  S. Army.    Tentative Specification AXS-1170. 10 Jan.  1944. 
'Steel. Non-Magnetic;   Sheet and Strip (for Body Armor)*. 

2. ttal 710/635.  18 May 1944. 

3. Wtn.  400.112/3203,  11 October 1944. 

4. Wtn.   471.2/4568.  12 October 1944. 

5. Ordnance Dept. U.  S. Army.    Tentative Specification AXS-1346, 4 August 1944. 
"Armor;  FrSfcmwat-Baslstant;  Plate or Sheet".    Table II, Column 3. 
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3,.     Innsmuch sä  thene  requi remente ware ertabltehed on the basis of the 
rather spare« data which were available at the  tlm» of specification, it  should 
net he  surprising that  they did  Dot accurately   forecaet  the  trend of actual 
production results. 

4. Sufficient  (epproxinately 800)   results of acceptance  testing with the 
hard bullet have no* become available,  it  is believed,   to warrant a valid 
apj-jalssl with a Tiew tcward  revising the current prerequisites to the acceptance 
of Hadfield cangan«u>e  steel  for hel-rete and body armor.    Accordingly,  these 
results have been reviewed and on the basis of a statistical analysis of them 
new ballistic  specification  requireseats ere proponed herewith. 

5. The average  resistance of plates of each thickness has been determined 
and   these values have been plotted as circles in Figure   1  (the  numbers beside 
the circles are indicative  of the number of values included in  the determination 
of tr.e averages).     The«je  value«;  follow a iinear-to-curvilinear path which is 
undoubtedly attributable to an inevitable change in the mechanism of penetration 
AS the  thiclcnesr of the  t«st  sheets and the  velocity of the projectiles simul- 
taneously increase      The  apparent path of  theme  values ha» been drawn as a toll! 
HDC  in Figure 1. 

6. Since  the  frequency distribution of the entire population of material 
of a given thickness   .ennot v«»ry accurately be estimated from th« frequency 
distribution of even a fairly large number of individual values selected from 
th* population.  but  th<*  frequency distribution of averages of groups of four 
(or more)   simplen  from a given parent distribution can be fairly accurately 
esMitftted  fron tbe  frequency distribution of average» of groups of four (or 
T.ore,   respectively)   sampled selected at  random  from such a parent distribution, 
the data available concerning the ballistic limits  for any given thickneee (ex- 
cept  wh^re   the  total  amber of tests  fell below ICO)   were   randomly  sampled  in 
groups of four and  the average and range  (the difference between the  highest 
and lowest  value  in a ;',roup)  for each group dofermi aed.     From the average of 
such averages and  ranges certain limits were estimated within which It can be 
predicted with reasonable certainty   that averages of subsequent groups of 
four samples selected at  random  from products of a prccete with the ease degree 
of control and with trie  same level of high quality will fall.    These limit« have 
been indicated in Figure 1 as dotted lines equidistaatly above and below the 
central  trend line. 

?.    Inasmuch ar. 1*. hut been ieannstrated that material of euch a high level 
of quality  can be produced  »ith consistency,   it  1c  not considered unreasonable 
to  require material   tubaitted in the  future  to  duplicate  such performance. 
ifith th's precise  in «isd.   therefore,  the  following requirements are  proposed: 

a      Fror, euch lot  submitted  for acceptance,   four ballistic  tesf 

samplsc  (16j*  diameter circles  ID  the  c«j«;e cf helxet   steel  and 12"   squares la 
the cast* of body armor steal)  shall  be  selected at  random.     (It  is preferred 
that  all  four samples  selected be  of the  »are  trlc'tnees,  but   If the  randomness 
of  selection  wculd  be  Je-pe-rdised ty  s? doing,   saaplen of different  gage may 
be  taken). 
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$.    The  first round fired at each sample  ahould be loaded with a 
charge calculated to produce a striking velocity approximately 20 feet-per-second 
in excess of the  requirement stipulated ic Table I.     (This 20 foot differential 
should insure a striking velocity in excess of th* requirement).    Tfc? velocity 
of subsequent rounds (if necessary)  will be governed by the  results of the 
firet  round, 

£.     If the  first  round* fired against all  four plates result in partial 
penetrations at velocitiae above the  requirements of Table  I,  the lot shall be 
accepted. 

£.    If tbe  first rounds fired against all four plates result iD partial 
penetrations, but if or.e or more  rounds result    in a velocity below the require- 
ments of Table T,  firing will be continued on those plates on which a below 
requiren«nt velocity was obtained until either (l) a partial penetration at a 
velocity above the requirement is obtained, or (2) a complete penetration at 
a velocity below the requirement is obtained. 

£.    If, as a result of the procedure set out io paragraph 7-d, a 
partial penetration at a velocity above the  requirement is obtained on each of 
the four plates,  the lot  shall be accepted. 

X.     If. how*   %r, as a result of the procedure set out either in 
paragraph 7-b or in paragraph ?-d, a complete penetration at a velocity below 
the requirement is obtained,   firing shall continue until the ballistic limit 
of each of the four samples In the group has been determined. 

g.    From the a« ballistic limits the ballistic ezcess (the difference 
between the ballistic limit and the requirement)  for each sample shall be 
determined.     (If the ballistic limit is lower than the requlreaent the excess 
will  hav* a minus value). 

£.    Tbe average ballistic excess of the group of four samples shall 
then be determined.     If the average has a positive value the lot shall be 
accepted.     If the average has a negative value the lot shall be liable to re- 
jection,   subject  to a retest of four additional samples selected at  random from 
within the lot. 

X.     If the procedure of paragraph 7-h calls for the    f»tast of addi- 
tional  samples the ballistic limit and the ballistic excess of each retest 
■ample shall be determined.    If the average ballistic excess of the eight 
samples (four primary samples and  four retest samples)  has a positive value, 
the lot  shall be accepted.     If. however,  this average has a negative value the 
lot  shall  be  rejected. 

6,    For the purposes cf this test and to avoid ambiguity the  following 
definitions are proposed. 

^  - -- ■ •- 
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ft.    Completa j&ajLlS&Iiafl»    ^ *Rlr loptwt of the projectile «gainst 
th?'pl5t? which pr:d\ic:?s a hols la ths plats through which light may pass;  or, 
If th<" projectile remains in the plate, any fair impact which produces a 
hole  in the plate through which the projectile may be seen from the rear of the 
plate, 

&..    Partial -paaetrqU^.    Any fair impact of the projectlls against 
the plate wh?ch is not a complete panetratian. 

£«    Ballistic llalfr.    The avorage of two velocities, one of which Is 
the highest giving a partial penetration and the other the lowest giving a 
complete penetration.    To* difference between these two velocities shall be not 
mors  than 50 feet-per-second and the velocity for the highest partial penetra- 
tion shall be less than the velocity for the lowest complete penetration. 

9.    It is considered that  incorporation of the foregolag suggestion« Into 
any proposed revision of Specification AXS-1170 will assure the acceptance of 
a greater amount of good quality steel and the  rejection of a greater amount of 
poor quality steel than is assured under the current procedure.    TbJ suggestions 
also prcvil»   for a reduction in the number of rounds necessary to be fired to 
detefaiaa thfl ballistic acceptance  status of a lot of steel. 
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10. The authors wish to express their appreciation of the aid given by 
Mary S,   Fittgerali of this laboratory in compiling tha data and computing 
averages and ranges used in the  statistical analysis. 

11. Suggestions toward reducing the number of rouuds fired during the 
ballistic tests which were incorporated in the final draft of this report ware 
contributed by Captains W.  W   Hewitt and C.  A, Anderson of the Office,  Chief 
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